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TOPLock Efficient. Save. Seal
EP Patent No. 3053833

TOPLock is available either as a semi or a fully automatic machine and can be integrated in your filling process without any problems.
Your advantages
DD

With TOPLock you will seal your pails within seconds. The lids and safety
splints are pre-assembled.

DD

The pails can be easily opened and resealed without additional tools, just
like customary clamping rings.

DD

When the diameter is the same TOPLock securing rings, clamping rings (L-ring)
and Störinge can be locked without having change of tool. There are no
retooling times.

DD

In case of different diameters, the uncomplicated changing of the tools takes
place within one minute.

Functionality

In the first stage, the lid including clamping ring
will be placed on the fuselage.
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Afterwards the TOPLock tool will press the used
sealing unit around the edging of the fuselage.

Specifications

TOPLock

Semi automatic*
(manually lid apply)
Fully automatic*
(automated lid
apply)
*

Length
mm

Size
Depth
mm

480

750

1200

850

Height
mm

Compressed
air bar

1850

2100

Power
connection

6

6

Basic formates
Ø mm

-

400V/10A

200, 230, 305, 328
(weitere Ø Dimensionen auf
Anfrage)

Ex-proof types available

Advice
How do you integrate TOPLock in your filling process?
We are happy to show you our TOPLock technology in your organization: Free of charge and non-binding.
Please contact our sales manager for any further question:
Marco Martschitsch, Leiter Verkauf, direct +41 61 795 98 85 oder +41 79 953 09 99,
marco.martschitsch@steblerpackaging.ch

Service
We are able to offer a competent repair and maintenance service.
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